Rules and regulations for participants

1- Only one live Santa is permitted in the parade. He is on the official float.
2- All entries must be suitably decorated, have lots of lights, and be clean. The
vehicle pulling the float must also be decorated.
- - A registration allows only one vehicule and one trailor. Both vehicules
represent the float or the walking group of 50 people maximum.
--Registrations with MUSIC must play CHRISTMAS music. There are lots of
styles available, Rock, Jazz, etc...
--All Beer, alcool and cigarette, lotteries and xxx advertizing is not permitted.
All publicity must be discrete and of good taste.
3- For security reasons, it is forbidden to throw items in the crowd. Candies
must be handed out by hand.
No handout of publicity pamphlets or written material will be permitted.
4- Animals: If you are presenting animals in the parade, please obtain consent
of organiser while registering.
5- Only the float (1 vehicule+trailor) can park at the Marina. Please plan to
have all your decorations in that vehicule before arrival at the Marina. Access
to the grounds might be refused causing lots of frustrations. No in and out ,
dropping out privileges.
6- Instructions from the parade organizers and it’s representatives must be
obeyed at all times.
7- All participants must be informed of the rules and of the shuttle service by
the group leader. Consult the participant’s handbook.(Handbook)
8-. No stopping for repairs will be tolerated. If the entry can still move, it must

follow the parade (without sound or lights) An entry, which slows or impedes
the progress of the parade, may be directed to withdraw (towing will be
available).
9- No registrations or changes in registration will be accepted after the
deadline. Any registration not deemed complete will be returned for correction
until deadline . The registration will be confirmed once the payment is received
and the description is approved.
Note: The parade organizers may reject any entry that does not conform to the
rules or that do not comply to the description given at registration.
All units must be preceded by a walker - carrying the identification number
(provided the night of the parade).
An information meeting is held a few days before the parade for all
participants.

